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April 6, 2010
Wanted to encourage you to read the transcripts of the interview with Nick Begich on the radio show, Coast to Coast. For
those who don't know Dr. Nick Begich, his father was a former U.S. Congressman from Alaska and his brother currently
sits in the U.S. Senate. He researches and lectures on new technologies, health and earth sciences. He wrote the book,
Angels Don't Play This HAARP and now has released his new book (which he considers his most important work)
Controlling The Human Mind .
He details the government paper trail and how the use of these various technologies, such as HAARP are being
used to manipulate and influence our behavior. Fascinating interview, well worth the time to read and then share
with others. The use of these offensive "mind weapons" will only stop when enough people become aware of this
fact. Here is an excerpt from the interview:
“I believe the domain of the mind is ours individually, it has too much to do with free will, too much to do with our right to
be independent and an individual person.
The idea that someone could invade our psyche in that way and change our behavior without our consent, that is
fundamentally flawed in its conception.”
~ Nick Begich – Author of “Controlling The Human Mind”

The HAARP Program is jointly managed by the US Air Force and the US Navy, and is based in Gakona, Alaska. It is
designed to "understand, simulate and control ionospheric processes that might alter the performance of communication and
surveillance systems.

HAARP, Mind Effects, & ESP
Date: 04-06-10
Host: George Noory
Guests: Nick Begich
"One of the capabilities of HAARP is to use electromagnetic fields to create a "frequency following response" where the
human brain locks on to specific signals and begins to mirror them. Such a signal could potentially create specific emotions or
manipulate behavior." Dr. Nick Begich
Begich also spoke about Tesla technology, and Dr. Bernard Eastlund's research just before his death in 2007 that involved the
manipulation of gravity waves and weather.

Below is a partial transcript of the interview with Dr. Nick Begich:
Noory: Nick Begich with us here as we talk about HAARP. Nick the earthquake enhancement, we have had a lot
of huge earthquakes lately. Mother nature seems to be rumbling along. What possibility might there be with
HAARP’s involvement?
Begich: Well that is an interesting question because I get it every time there is an event, including today. And you
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know the thing about it is it is not so far fetched.
In fact I am going to read a one liner that was from Secretary of Defense William Cohen. You know he was
actually commenting on this very thing.
In fact he was giving a conference, a lecture on terrorism and weapons of mass destruction and U.S. strategy. But
this was in 1997, so this was before the 911event. He was lecturing with senators Lugar and Nunn at the time and
he made the following statement in the DOD, the Department of Defense news briefing right after, and he said and
I quote, “Others are engaging even in an eco-type of terrorism whereby they can alter the climate, set off
earthquakes, volcanoes remotely through the use of electromagnetic waves." Unquote.
Now that is a pretty stark statement for a sitting Secretary of Defense at the time and to attribute for the most part
to unsophisticated operators, to science terrorists.
The idea that they could develop this technology and trigger these events is pretty startling. In fact it was after the
Haiti event, I think it was the Venezuelans and someone else was I think asserting that maybe we did it. And the
thing about it is, we can laugh it off or we can look at the actual state of the technology and recognized there are
ways in which this can be done. So the question now comes up with every quake. Is this nature or is this man
tampering with nature?
When you go back to 1977, right before the break I mentioned there was an international treaty on weather
modification, actually it was on geophysical manipulation. Which included things like creating tidal waves
and earthquakes, volcanic eruptions and weather modification. And we agreed in the mid-seventies, with 60
other countries that we would not develop this technology as a weapon of war. It was Rumsfield who said,
just a few years back, when he was in a position of power that he wanted to scuttle that treaty because our
technology had advanced so much that he really wanted access to this technology.
Here is the thing about it, if you modify the weather and let us take North Korea as an example. And you wanted
to blockade North Korea with ships, with an unstable leader, you would get all kinds of problems. But you want to
blockade him with the weather to starve them to death so that maybe they would have a revolution, you know you
go plausible deniability.
You got an ability to erode a country from inside out. You know you could wage a covert war for decades and
have absolute deniability and have the same kind of effect as a nuke dropped in their central cities, but without the
fallout or the political ramifications of it.
And so Rumsfield looked at this, if you could get nature to release the earthquake just at the right time, wouldn’t
that be neat? And that was his view and that was why this technology was prohibited in the 70’s. Then it was
using thermal nuclear devices to trigger these kinds of events, but later it was learned that electro magnetic field
manipulations could stimulate things like earth quakes. And that actually goes back to again Tesla. Tesla had this
idea that oscillating fields could couple in such a way through resonance effect and actually cause nature to
release, huge amounts of energy.
In fact he believed he could literally shake the earth to a point of everything on it being leveled.
Noory: And I do believe in fact he could have.
Begich: I think so too. You know that I have every lecture he ever did in English and I have read them. And I
have all of his patents and all of surround essential a couple of things, resonance effects and the idea of oscillating
electromagnetic fields for creating those effects.
And he did things that dealt with human health and physiology through his diathermia unit. That was design to
treat cancer and different things. At the time there was actually a whole movement around those ideas. It was
pretty active up until WWII, when the pharmaceutical industry sort of shifted our paradigm away from the
concepts of energy medicine that were being advanced then. And Tesla was part of that.
At the same time he looked at these large-scale projects, these planetary kinds of projects. And he had an idea of
transmitting energy.
Literally where you could just drive an antennae into the ground and tap the energy where there was no meter.
And he actually, as most your listeners know, they were building this facility in New York, Morgan the banker
who was financing it, then he [Morgan] found out that there was no meter and that we the end of that. And what he
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was trying to do, Tesla the humanitarian was trying to [provide] a cheap or near free supply of energy that would
supply the world, to function what he saw as the new technological era, but keeping the energy cost low. To a
level that if he had been able to advance his ideas, energy would be like, I won’t say like bottled water because that
has gotten too expensive, but like water use to be. Where you could get it virtually a few bucks a month. But his
idea was like the same thing with energy.
And had that happen think about, how reliant all of our industries are and how all of our lives are wrapped around
energy technologies. And it would have liberated us and liberated so much of the economy for other uses. And
that was Tesla, he was a humanitarian in terms of how he viewed all of that and how he viewed all his
contributions to science.
And incidentally, I think there is a very good parallel to Dr. Eastlund. You know he did these military projects;
they kind of took them away from him, when he started talking about them, HAARP included. When HAARP
started he was the lead guy, he brought in the whole team, organized the scientists and was very excited about it.
Over the course of a few years, he started talking about it and eventually they shuffled him off to the sidelines and
eventually out of the program. But you know he continued to research in other areas. Some of it very interesting
stuff in plasma physics.
In fact he designed the system for the Pentagon that knocks out bacterial substances in the air’s circulation system
using his knowledge of UV light and a ways to create, essentially cleaning systems so they wouldn’t have to worry
about biological agents at the Pentagon. So he did a scattering of work across a large spectrum. But HAARP was
always for him an opportunity to do something really great, really good but along more of a humanitarian line.
Unfortunately some of the things he looked as like the issue of weather should be looked at down the road. I don’t
think that we are there yet, technologically to do it safely. The other areas like knocking out the pollutants in the
upper atmosphere is something that should have been researched and looked at. And I will bet that one day as a
justification for this program they will use those higher purposes as a way to convince the public that the beat
needs to go on.
Noory:
In 2008 at the summer Olympics in Beijing, did the Chinese not say, “don’t worry about the weather we can
control that?”
Begich: That’s right.
In fact there was a Chinese military journal that was translated by the Central Intelligence Agency years ago and
we have quoted it from time to time that actually talks about this technology. In fact the Russians had offered to do
it as well, when we had those big fires in Indonesia, that were blowing smoke in Malaysia. The Russians offered to
create a cyclone to blow smoke out of the region and dissipate it. I don’t know if anyone took them up on it, but
this is not unique.
In fact, anyone who does a search on weather modification today will find commercial companies will offer a
service to you. But the Chinese have sophisticated science. [And so does the U.S.]….
In fact the Russian Duma, when we were presenting to a group called Globe, this goes back to May of ’97, we
actually met a number of parliamentarians in that presentation. In fact over 200 parliamentarians from 44
governments, including a Russian delegation. Five years later they passed a resolution opposing HAARP for
all the reasons we had articulated in that lecturer. And the materials we provided, all that of which were
non-classified were sufficient for their scientists to review them, and recognized with their own science and come
out strongly against the use of the development of this technology, in the sense of where it was headed. The same
thing happened in the European Parliament.
They passed in their resolution opposing HAARP and asking for a full investigation of it. Which they have since
did do and voiced their concerns to our government ever since. But unfortunately, it has resulted in a material
change in the direction of this project.
Noory: Lets talk about HAARP and its effects on the mind. You have written a book called, “Controlling the
Human Mind.” This could be probably the most devastating aspect of HAARP.
Begich: I believe it is. In fact the book, “Controlling the Human Mind”, is my latest book … and I consider it the
most important thing I have ever done in terms of dealing with controversial issues. But the idea of
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manipulating human emotional states or human behavior through the use of electromagnetic fields is
becoming more widely understood.
What is understood is what is called a “frequency following response.” Where the brain literally locks on to
specific kinds of signals and begins to mirror them.
So what happens is, in fact [Michael] Persinger at Laurentian University was doing a lot of research in this area. In
fact he was working with magnetic celluloids placed around the head to create all kinds of bizarre experiences for
people.
In fact he was able to get the full “abduction experience” where he was able to create the out of body experience
that has been recorded so widely these days by using magnetic celluloids. His conclusion was, it is all in your
head. I don’t necessary come to that same conclusion. I think he did some things that caused some chemical
changes in the brain and created those phenomena.
And what he said [Dr. Persinger] in a 1995 paper is, “if you really want to manipulate a population you
could create a complex signal, broadcast it with a thing like HAARP over a huge geographic area that would
create a sense of disease or discomfort or agitation, light anxiety and do something as run the normal news
broadcast and indict a specific group as being the cause of your ills and a certain amount of the population’s
emotion would route that direction.” He thought it was as simple as that and he prepared a paper on it. But
you can go back even further with the writings of Zbigniew Brzezinski and his book, “Between Two Ages”.
He wrote it, and with people who don’t know him he started with others the Trilateral Commission. He was later
National Security Advisor to Jimmy Carter.
But while he was at Columbia University he wrote this book and he said, “if we could ever figure out how to
electronically stroke the ionosphere in just the right way, we could return a signal to the earth that could
manipulate the behavior of all of those people in contact with that signal.”
Now where he drew that from is another writer and that writer was J. F. Gordon McDonald, who was a
geophysicist at UCLA and a science advisor for President Johnson. And he believed if we could ever figure that
out, stroking the ionosphere, converting it in way that it could send a signal back to the earth, that it could create
this “frequency following response” that would manipulate emotional behavior. And up until we had HAARP it
wasn’t possible to deliver that technology. Now we can. And in fact because we can now, does it beg the
question, because we can, will we?
Anyone who has been around government for very long, you know I am a second generation of a family in
government,
my father was in the United States Congress; my brother today sits in the U.S. senate and I can tell you, it
doesn’t matter which party, if government thought that they could influence public opinion in this way, the
temptation to do it, would be too great to restrain. And even Zbigniew Brzezinski in his book said the same
thing.
Whether it was Democrats or Republicans, liberals or conservatives, they would justify it differently but they
would get to the same point which is the idea, manipulating populations and using these technologies and they
would not see it as unethical. And that is what I see as the greatest concern that I have. Because I believe the
domain of the mind is ours individually, it has too much to do with free will, too much to do with our right to
be independent and an individual person. The idea that someone could invade our psyche in that way and
change our behavior without our consent that is fundamentally flawed, in its conception.

In the fact that it happened in the United States, we can go back to the Church Committee Report from the
Congress in the 1970’s when they were investigating the CIA for doing exactly these kinds of things. Only they
did it with unwitting victims and cooperation with the Federal Bureau of Investigation and others, isolated
people and then manipulated them through drugs, hallucinogenics and this type of technology in it crudest form
to see what would happen, to see whether or not it would be effective in development of technologies. Now
that is going back to the 60/’s and early 70’s, but these types of technologies have not gone away. In fact we
posted on our website a Navy protocol, “the rules for human experimentation.” And within that is a
section that deals with the Undersecretary’s right to approve “those things dealing with controversial
that will make it into the news and with mind-control experiments”. Using those words. We posted it
because it is so startling to see it in 2006.
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Noory: Yeah in black and white, there it is.
Begich: Mind control, not couched in any polite way, just that. And the fact is we also found in RFP, a
Request For Proposal, these are the documents the government puts out in request for bids, and it was on
mind-control bids and that RFP expired in September 2009. The work goes on in this area.
Noory:
And let’s look at the various aspects here and also if the media was the same kind of media it is today, they would
have been all over Zbigniew Brzezinski back in the 70’s with his statement of manipulation with Alex Jones, we
would have been all over him, all over him in those days.
Begich:
In those days, all the academics, if you read the book, Between Two Ages, the most convoluted writing; I mean the
guy is a genius I got to say. I don’t agree with a lot of his politics, in fact most of his politics. When I look at this
guy’s prediction of what was coming, that was what “Between Two Ages” was all about, what was coming, in
terms of technology and its influence over culture, society and economies around the world. And you can read it
today, almost 40 years later and it is like it is written now, describing what happen over that forty years. Because
he was so dead on right in every area of his thinking. Now did they create the outcome or predict the outcome?
That’s a question for others because the Trilateral Commission it’s the insiders, insiders club, the planning group
for world activities in many instances. And if you are on the outside looking in you call it conspiracies, but if you
are on the inside looking out you call it a conversation, but the matter fact is, these are very powerful people that
influence political outcomes and will use whatever available to them to achieve those political outcomes.
Noory: And you know what that is the key phrase, “they will achieve whatever means that”.
Begich: Yep, and were paying for it, you and I are paying for it. In fact in the European parliament we dealt with
this issue, we dealt with the HAARP issue more broadly and then we also got them to include in the agenda, the
issue of non-lethal weapons. And this was in February of ’98, that I testified in Brussels. In ’99 they actually
passed a resolution and I quoted this often and I will quote it again and it’s a one liner and it says, and this is right
after the three sections dealing with HAARP, the section 27 was and I quote, “ Calls for international convention
introducing a global ban on all developments and deployments of all weapons which might enable any form of
manipulation of human beings.” Unquote.
Noory: Stay with us as we get into mind control and HAARP on Coast to Coast AM.
Noory and Begich continue to discuss on subjects such as DOD’s electronic telepathy. Fascinating subject on how
the government funded through the University of California, the Air Force, the Navy, Marines and the Intelligence
community with millions of dollars of how they could literally read the mind and hyper-learning.
Begich: On the mind-control issues, Dr. Eastlund approached the head of DARPA on this subject. We actually
put together, when I was working as the executive director of the Lay Institute out of Dallas, we put together a
“Mind Effects” conference, we brought a number of people to that conference, it was closed it was not open to the
public to have a free flowing discussion about where this technology was going. Dr. Eastlund was one of those
invited and he had told me when I invited him, he says, you know if you had asked me this a few years ago,
on a scale of 1 to 10, 10 being the least interesting and 1 being very important, I would have put this in the 9
or 10 category.
But he says, I talked to the head of DARPA, several directors of DARPA about mind control and mind
effects and nobody is laughing anymore.
People are pursuing this science and that made this a 1 or a 2 on my list. That is what he had told me and he had
attend our conference and fully participated.
And that was sort of a sea change because a light has gone on that has demonstrated a level of knowledge where
money is flowing into this area. If you want to have a control effect, you want to control hardware, computer
software equipment, ultimately you want to control the human operator and that’s what is so exciting from their
perspective.
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Noory:
Well we know that they dabbled in remote viewing years ago, so there is this interest in the mind and if technology
has this capability they are going to go for it.
Begich:
Well actually on electronic telepathy, I have a paper on a very accomplished scientist, use to work for the
Lawrence Livermore Lab for years, was a professor of physics and they had actually developed an electronic
telepathy model going back to the 1980’s where they could transfer and they did this experimentally and I got the
unpublished paper, I got the paper.
And what they did was they could design a circuit where they could put one person in one room and one person in
another, they each had an apparatus attached to their head and using the flash cards they use for ESP, you know
those squiggly lines and circles those kinds of things. They had 8 different test subjects who never had any
experience with telepathy that they could recall consciously at least and they had a 100% hit at reading those
cards.
Two people in two different rooms, just transferring essentially the information, wirelessly from room to room.
Now when that was done these independent scientists that developed that were literally shut down. They were
excluded from grants. They were ostracized in a lot of ways, they came back later in other fields of science, but
they never touched these fields of science ever again.
And I think that is unfortunate because what it leaves is a vacuum for others to pursue for less than rational
approaches. This is not about getting commands to your field agents, it is actually about extracting intelligence.
Right after 9/11 there was an article in a publication called, “Signal Intelligence, which I am sure everybody reads.
I laugh because it is an obscure publication, which they actually suggested about putting devices in airports that
you would pass through like metal detectors, but instead of looking for metal it would literally read your emotional
state and then route you to the appropriate search line depending on how you were feeling at the time, while
passing through those devices.
I fly a little bit and I get aggravated and I’m sure I would get sideline quite a few times depending what I am
thinking because the things I am thinking is not always very charitable towards the experience I am running
through.
The fact that is openly discussed as a technology that ought to be applied, we need to be careful because as soon as
we start down that road, were going to see some intrusions in personal privacy and some big questions start to
develop.
Because when you start to look at the idea of creating complete memory sets and yet if you can create these full
blown experiences and you can’t determine one from reality from the synthesized, what does that do in a court
room when you are swearing what you believe is the truth, may be in fact is not at all.
These are big implications for law down the road and for education. Consider military science to education
communities where curriculum is developed by think tanks, which aren’t you and me in most cases and that,
becomes the daily download for your kids under compulsory education. You know it may not be in this decade, but
it may be a decade away, but it is this generation, which will decide the direction of this science. Whether this
science service our interest as human beings.
Or whether it creates a different kind of reality on this planet, one that is directed and controlled in what I consider
to be in a hostile way.
Noory: I was going to say give us the downside of this Nick. I am sure there are some positive things of telepathy
and I am sure people would love to be able to communicate some things just like thinking. What’s the downside?
Begich: Well I think the downside is the manipulation. Transparency, when you think about it, if you really want
true transparency, imagine if everyone truly had this capacity to literally read through the veils of our minds. Boy
it would really make it hard for a politician to lie to us anymore, that’s for sure. I guess that would be the upside.
The downside is,
Noory: Actually they would but we would know it, ha, ha, ha, because their lips were moving.
Begich: …
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In that “Mind Effects” conference one of the universal things that everyone agreed with and we had with us
Alexander Caberenin (?), the former head of the biophysics lab for the USSR Academy of Sciences for ten years.
He is considered one of the top five biophysicists on the planet. He started his career as a young person watching
the display of the paranormal that got him to say, there has got to be an explanation of this. And he later developed
a whole theoretical mode. And he presented that model in our conference, the physics of it. And we had very
accomplished physicists in the room that could evaluate his work. And it is impressive. It is the theoretical model
necessary to explain how telepathy works as well as the other anomales human capabilities that he has research.
And it is sort of the first step of creating hardware for those theoretical models. Now transferring those into
engineering that is the next step.
And I believe it is already on the planet. It think there has already been development in this area that go far beyond
what the public media is saying. DARPA is announcing that research is beginning. I think that research has
already gone on for decades. Given people that I have met and actually read their research. Now what does it do?
Now think about it, this whole group is saying, you know that is the next evolution of human beings. Will be to
recognize and realize these anomalous capacities and begin to use them. And we will be able to see increase levels
of these and at the same time that our natural attributes are expanding in this way, we are also creating hardware.
The way man works with our creativeness, we make hardware to sort of replicate what nature does or what is
already possible. And I think that is where we are at.
A lot of people are feeling the same sense and I have a couple of experiences myself that were profound in terms of
telepathy. In fact I think that is how we generate …
Noory: I think we have all had, haven’t we?
Begich: Yes.
Noory: The “frequency following response” exactly what is that?
Begich: Where this is like an external signal, I can use a couple of examples. With a flickering light the optic
nerve can pick that up and in certain ranges the brain wave patterns will begin to mirror the flicker rate. So you can
get an entrainment effect where the brain literally locks on to the to that external signal. In fact it can be very
destructive, if you can remember back in 1997 or 1998 where 700 kids went to the hospital with epileptic seizures
from watching a Pokeman cartoon.
Well that was from FFR, Frequency Following Response, triggering those seizures in those children. You can
create other effects, you can create a very relaxed almost trance like by just flickering the screen of a television for
instance in such a way that it sort of slows the brain, the breathing becomes very rhythmic. You fall into this sort of
slow alpha range, where your wife is hollering at you and you can’t even hear her and she is sitting next to you.
Well we have all had that experience.
Well you were in a hyper-suggestive state at that time and you are watching the television commercials like they
normally flow with the overt words, but they anchor in a very profound way. The programming your watching,
you are not just watching the program, you are the program, because you fall in that state of consciousness where
you literally are much more influence by the program than you would otherwise would. FFR using sound, you can
use bio or beep, where sound comes in each ear.
You can’t hear these very low frequencies ranges, but you can create a beep frequency in the ear that the brain will
lock onto and begin to mirror.
You can also use electromagnetic fields or radio frequency energies. In fact there was a guy where many of your
listeners Jose Delgado. And Delgado did work in this area back in the 1960’s at Yale University. He wrote a book
called, “Physical Control of the Mind for a Psycho Civilized Society”, because he believe society should be able to
use these technologies should be used to control our emotions in a more conforming way. Now this guy went on to
develop a method using radio frequency energy, a very small amount of radio frequency energy from changing the
behavior of people from very passive to highly aggressive. And being able to do it within a few seconds, using
radio frequency energy at 1/50 th of what the earth naturally produces.
…. In fact we have 10 billions times more radio frequency energy surrounding us than what was necessary to effect
our brain activity.
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And what it was is the same kind of principle as you dial up the radio station as many listeners did tonight and they
got a resonance effect between the transmitter and the receiver and they got a nice clear signal and they are hearing
our voices. The same is true in the mind and in the body of human beings. You can literally dial us up and you
can create resonant frequencies or signals that in effect, coupled with the mind or with any of the vital organs of
the body.
In fact the University of Utah in contract to the Air Force produced the Radio Frequency Dose Symmetric
Handbook, which is used to determining radio frequency dosages to overload the vital organs of the body for
weapons applications.
But the idea of more subtlety moving the emotional state of human beings to a “frequency following response” is
well understood.
In fact in advance classes in psychology they teach this because these also are being used therapeutically in a
number of ways. I mean people who are
hyperactive as an example, being able to slow down, being able to drive brain patterns enough to focus and
concentrate or conversely people whose brain activity are too slow to where they are just not focused or able to
concentrate that we consider normal.
There’s methods of learning how to do that using these kinds of technologies. But in that case you decide.
…What is more important is the underlying attributes of the human being. These what they call anomalous
human capacities or what we use to call ESP. Extra Sensory Perception, things that make us so incredibly
potent that scare the hell out of government.

Governments don’t feel that way.
In fact, Secretary of Energy O’Leery mentioned that a half a million of Americans had been victims of human
experiments over a period of forty years, without their consent. And several tens of thousands of them were
directly related to mind effects, mind control projects.
…. Our belief systems, what we believe sort of creates the reality around us and in the way we project, limits most
of us from achieving those states of awareness, where these attributes or anomalous human capabilities, where the
military now calls manifests.
Yet each of us can point to experiences in our lives where we have had instances of knowing, these unusual
correspondences.
… But in that state of consciousness [theta state of awareness, this is where you and I are between awake and
asleep] these other anomalous capabilities can manifests and this is where research has shown and how do you
discount that. You know belief systems shut that down. I think we are created, you know I get a little
philosophical here. I think we are created in an image of a creator, which endows us abilities.
…. In fact fear is the biggest weapon against reaching our higher states of consciousness. In a state of fear if
you look at the EEG the brain activity is all over the map. Its not coherent signals. When we are in these
higher states of consciousness, which indicate a lower beat rhythm, a slower rhythm within the brain, that
happens in an environment free of the anxiety and fear. As long as you keep the population anxious and
fearful, we will never achieve our higher states of being. We will never be able to achieve what we are able
to do. Fear is the adversary and anxiety is its tool.
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